
Indoor Carpentry
Entrance doors
Technical doors
Swing, slide, folding and pivoting interior doors
Swing, slide, folding and pivoting modular cupboard
Swing, slide, folding and pivoting cupboard fronts
Furnishing cupboards
Paneling
Suspended ceilings
Skirtings
Furnitures under sink
Bath booths
Stairs

Outdoor Carpentry
Swing, tilt and slide wood windows
Swing, tilt and slide wood balcony
Indoor and outdoor Shutters
Suspended ceilings
Entrance doors

GUILLÉN professional experience in the field of carpentry is now 60 years, through which it has consolidated a significant group of 
renowned prestige among builders, developers and architects.  GUILLÉN offers a wide range of products and services to provide a 
custom solution to each of the woodwork items that constitute a building project.

We tailor our knowledge to the needs of each of our customers by providing human and technical team with extensive experience
in the timber industry.

GUILLÉN Woodworks
ABOUT US



GUILLÉN Woodworks
OUR FACILITIES

Our production 
facilities, situated in 
Villacañas (Toledo), are 
located in an estate of 
100,000 m2 and have a 
total of 21,000 m2 
built, including the 
production and storage 
halls, preprocessed areas 
, administration office ....



GUILLÉN Woodworks
OUR FACILITIES

In Madrid is our business 
management, which has 
facilities of 500 m2 and 
includes a wide exhibition 
of products. 

We have our own 
delegation to the south of 
the peninsula, based in 
Marbella.



GUILLÉN Woodworks
OUR DESIGNS

Our woodwork can be 
performed in different 
patterns forming families of 
doors and cabinets. The 
concept pattern is the one 
most subject to fashion, and 
therefore the most 
frequently varying. New 
options are emerging 
continuously. 



GUILLÉN Woodworks
EDIFICATION

Since the first work GUILLEN 
gave a comprehensive 
solution to the carpentry 
chapter, covering both the 
inside and the outside 
carpentry designs. 

GUILLEN, although it is and 
has been recognized as one of 
the manufacturers of doors 
and cupboards with more 
seniority and prestige in 
Spain, offers a wide range of 
products and services to 
provide a custom solution to 
each of the items of 
woodwork that constitute a 
building project.



GUILLÉN Woodworks
EDIFICATION - HOUSING

We made about 3000 housing developments, among which are the 
most prestigious in Spain. In recent years, we have made “La Finca” 
and the rehabilitation of "Torre España" both in Madrid.



GUILLÉN Woodworks
EDIFICATION – SPECIAL PROJECTS



GUILLÉN Woodworks
EDIFICATION – OTHERS WORKS

Passenger terminals, schools, churches, gymnasiums, cafeterias, hospitals and clinics, hotels etc…



GUILLÉN Woodworks
QUALITY

Quality proven and certified in both our products …

… as in our work philosophy 



GUILLÉN Woodworks
CONTACT INFO

We are available in these directions:

Production Management:

Phone number +34 925160200
Fax    +34 925160226
Mailing Address C/ Santa Ana nº 2 45860 - Villacañas (Toledo) - ESPAÑA 
E-mail

Overview : produccion@euroreverse.com
Webmaster : comercial@euroreverse.com

South Delegation (Spain):

Phone number +34 610212937
Mailing Address C/ Padre Francisco Echamendi 5, 4ºB 29601 Marbella (Málaga) - ESPAÑA
E-mail  Overview : marbella@euroreverse.com

Business Management:

Phone number +34 913516795
Fax    +34 913516792
Mailing Address Avda. de Europa nº 34 blq. B esc. dcha 1º 28023 - Aravaca (Madrid) – SPAIN
E-mail

Overview: info@euroreverse.com
Sales:  ventas@euroreverse.com
Webmaster: comercial@euroreverse.com

www.guillen-carpinteria.com  


